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Powerful and diligent, Peter O’Reilly played a role in shaping British Columbia in the last quarter
of the 1800s. An immigrant from Ireland, O’Reilly landed in Victoria during the height of the
Cariboo Gold Rush and was appointed gold commissioner for BC. He held the position of county
court judge, and sorted settler and Native disputes, despite often having to function as an
assistant land commissioner. From 1880 to 1898, O’Reilly was the federally appointed BC Indian
Reserve Lands commissioner. Many of his decisions about the location and size of Native
reserves continue to be challenged in the courts to this day.In Peter O’Reilly, we also see the
private side of this industrious man, a man who enjoyed the vast wilderness for years, on
horseback or by foot, on snowshoes or in a canoe. He had many acquaintances and two close
friends, Sir Matthew Baillie Begbie and Edward Dewdney. He lived with his cherished wife,
Caroline Trutch O’Reilly, and their children at Point Ellice House in Victoria, BC.

About the AuthorLynne Stonier-Newman is a freelance writer, historian and communications
consultant who is the author of articles, poetry and plays about BC. She was born in Quesnel,
where her father was the BCPP patrolman. She is the author of Policing a Pioneer Province and
The Lawman: Adventures of a Frontier Diplomat and was a contributor to the 2008 CBC Radio
One book The Trail of 1858. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Peter O’ReillyThe Rise of a Reluctant ImmigrantLynne Stonier-NewmanThis book is for Garth
and KimberleyMandy, Shavon, Sue and Ronand, as always, Brian.CONTENTSONE: O’Reilly’s
First Months as a ColonialTWO: Gold Commissioner and Stipendiary MagistrateTHREE:
Challenges and RewardsFOUR: O’Reilly Meets Caroline TrutchFIVE: Marriage and Two
GovernorsSIX: May Day Celebrations and the Chilcotin WarSEVEN: The Forced Amalgamation
of the ColoniesEIGHT: Point Ellice House Becomes HomeNINE: Indian Protests and the
Genesis of ConfederationTEN: Assistant Land Commissioner and County Court JudgeELEVEN:
Musgrave Becomes GovernorTWELVE: Reluctantly CanadianTHIRTEEN: Confederated . . . Or
Seceding?FOURTEEN: Lord Dufferin Pacifies British ColumbiansFIFTEEN: The Consequences
of the 1876 Indian ActSIXTEEN: Indian Reserve Lands CommissionerSEVENTEEN: Peter
O’Reilly Visits England and IrelandEIGHTEEN: The Last
YearsEPILOGUEENDNOTESSOURCESINDEXACKNOWLEDGMENTSABOUT THE
AUTHORPeter O’Reilly had just turned thirty-two when he arrived from Ireland in 1859.IMAGE
G-01065 COURTESY OF ROYAL BC MUSEUM, BC ARCHIVESCHAPTER ONEO’Reilly’s First
Months as a ColonialPeter O’Reilly grasped a spindly pine tree, bent forward nervously and
gazed down the steep slope. Two hundred feet below, whirlpools tossed massive trees around in
the Fraser River’s boiling waters. When he looked across to the rock-sided canyon on the east
bank, he was dumbfounded by the sheer cliffs. Each granite monolith stretching up toward the
grey clouds was covered by a tapestry of vine-like structures. More like a spider web than a trail,
the ropes, poles and connecting, flimsy bridges wove intricately across the perpendicular
slopes, high above the turbulent river.Now he understood why they said a white man needed an
Indian guide to traverse that treacherous pathway and why many judged it impassable.
Experienced at mountain climbing himself, he pondered the challenge as he watched two men
spread-eagled along the mountain face, moving slowly north. As a probationary gold
commissioner and stipendiary magistrate, he expected he would soon be crossing it himself.
When O’Reilly had arrived from Ireland two months earlier, Governor James Douglas had
temporarily appointed him to the prestigious administrative position for the new colony of British
Columbia; it was Chief Gold Commissioner Chartres Brew who would actually decide whether
he was suitable.“See those Indians, Mr. O’Reilly? The trail is less than two feet wide at that point.
Ever been on a route like that?” Brew asked.“No, sir, but I would like to make that trip
someday.”“Really? I crossed it once. Felt it important that the Indians and gold miners be aware
that I could—and would.”O’Reilly stepped carefully backwards onto the narrow path where their
horses were tied. “Quite a demonstration. Those precipices certainly are steeper than the ones
I’ve climbed in Ireland,” he admitted to Brew, a fellow Irishman.• • •O’Reilly had seen little of the
colony. During his first seven weeks, Brew had kept him at Fort Langley as its stipendiary
magistrate and to supervise three administrative clerks. Those overworked men were still
frantically sorting the paperwork for 1858, even as the 1859 gold licences and claim information



began to arrive. In mid-June, when Brew ordered O’Reilly to accompany him on an inspection
trip up to the Fraser goldfields, he had been relieved.They had been paddled up the Fraser to
Hope in a long, heavily loaded Indian canoe whose freight included a ripe-smelling side of beef.
Then they had switched to horses to wind along the trail that cut through the dense rain forest to
Yale. O’Reilly had been stunned at how many prospectors they had encountered, even more so
when he heard their numbers from Yale’s gold commissioner, Ed Sanders. He reported to Brew
that he estimated ten thousand gold miners were already between Hope and Spuzzum along
the Fraser’s banks.Brew asked, “Returning men or new ones? Are they causing any problems so
far?” While the prospectors waited for the torrent of spring flooding to recede, so panning for
nuggets could begin, they had little to do. Each new man searched for an available piece of
riverfront to stake a claim, while those who already had one protected it against interlopers and
Indians, often ruthlessly. The previous year, some conflicts had grown into actual warfare when
prospectors had invaded the local Indians’ traditional fishing grounds.“It’s been relatively
peaceful, sir, so far,” Sanders reported.As O’Reilly listened to Brew and Sanders, he was
amazed by what being a gold commissioner seemed to involve. Apparently the river levels would
not be ideal until August, two months from now. He wondered what the miners would do while
they waited. Brew was predicting that thousands more miners would arrive in 1859, as gold
rushes usually expanded in their second season. Last year, an estimated thirty thousand miners
had been stretched out along the Fraser.“Now, Mr. O’Reilly, are you beginning to understand the
chaos of 1858 and why Governor Douglas stepped in to try and stop the fighting between
miners and Indians? And what complex duties you have as a gold commissioner?”“Yes, Mr.
Brew.” O’Reilly hoped his nervousness did not show; he knew he looked more mature with the
full beard he’d grown since turning thirty-one last March.

CHAPTER ONEO’Reilly’s First Months as a ColonialPeter O’Reilly grasped a spindly pine tree,
bent forward nervously and gazed down the steep slope. Two hundred feet below, whirlpools
tossed massive trees around in the Fraser River’s boiling waters. When he looked across to the
rock-sided canyon on the east bank, he was dumbfounded by the sheer cliffs. Each granite
monolith stretching up toward the grey clouds was covered by a tapestry of vine-like structures.
More like a spider web than a trail, the ropes, poles and connecting, flimsy bridges wove
intricately across the perpendicular slopes, high above the turbulent river.Now he understood
why they said a white man needed an Indian guide to traverse that treacherous pathway and
why many judged it impassable. Experienced at mountain climbing himself, he pondered the
challenge as he watched two men spread-eagled along the mountain face, moving slowly north.
As a probationary gold commissioner and stipendiary magistrate, he expected he would soon
be crossing it himself. When O’Reilly had arrived from Ireland two months earlier, Governor
James Douglas had temporarily appointed him to the prestigious administrative position for the
new colony of British Columbia; it was Chief Gold Commissioner Chartres Brew who would
actually decide whether he was suitable.“See those Indians, Mr. O’Reilly? The trail is less than



two feet wide at that point. Ever been on a route like that?” Brew asked.“No, sir, but I would like to
make that trip someday.”“Really? I crossed it once. Felt it important that the Indians and gold
miners be aware that I could—and would.”O’Reilly stepped carefully backwards onto the narrow
path where their horses were tied. “Quite a demonstration. Those precipices certainly are
steeper than the ones I’ve climbed in Ireland,” he admitted to Brew, a fellow
Irishman.• • •O’Reilly had seen little of the colony. During his first seven weeks, Brew had kept
him at Fort Langley as its stipendiary magistrate and to supervise three administrative clerks.
Those overworked men were still frantically sorting the paperwork for 1858, even as the 1859
gold licences and claim information began to arrive. In mid-June, when Brew ordered O’Reilly to
accompany him on an inspection trip up to the Fraser goldfields, he had been relieved.They had
been paddled up the Fraser to Hope in a long, heavily loaded Indian canoe whose freight
included a ripe-smelling side of beef. Then they had switched to horses to wind along the trail
that cut through the dense rain forest to Yale. O’Reilly had been stunned at how many
prospectors they had encountered, even more so when he heard their numbers from Yale’s gold
commissioner, Ed Sanders. He reported to Brew that he estimated ten thousand gold miners
were already between Hope and Spuzzum along the Fraser’s banks.Brew asked, “Returning
men or new ones? Are they causing any problems so far?” While the prospectors waited for the
torrent of spring flooding to recede, so panning for nuggets could begin, they had little to do.
Each new man searched for an available piece of riverfront to stake a claim, while those who
already had one protected it against interlopers and Indians, often ruthlessly. The previous year,
some conflicts had grown into actual warfare when prospectors had invaded the local Indians’
traditional fishing grounds.“It’s been relatively peaceful, sir, so far,” Sanders reported.As O’Reilly
listened to Brew and Sanders, he was amazed by what being a gold commissioner seemed to
involve. Apparently the river levels would not be ideal until August, two months from now. He
wondered what the miners would do while they waited. Brew was predicting that thousands
more miners would arrive in 1859, as gold rushes usually expanded in their second season. Last
year, an estimated thirty thousand miners had been stretched out along the Fraser.“Now, Mr.
O’Reilly, are you beginning to understand the chaos of 1858 and why Governor Douglas
stepped in to try and stop the fighting between miners and Indians? And what complex duties
you have as a gold commissioner?”“Yes, Mr. Brew.” O’Reilly hoped his nervousness did not
show; he knew he looked more mature with the full beard he’d grown since turning thirty-one last
March.British Columbia had not officially become a colony of the British Empire until November
1858. Previously, the approximately two hundred and fifty thousand square miles called New
Caledonia had been a protectorate, occupied by fewer than five hundred white traders and over
seventy thousand Indians, directed by Vancouver Island’s governor, James Douglas, who was
also the chief factor for the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Pacific forts. As the thousands of
prospectors had flooded into the Fraser area in the spring, an unknown number of Sto:lo and
Nlaka’pamux Indians and would-be miners had died in the conflicts over access to the Fraser’s
rich shore.When the warfare grew, Douglas and Royal Navy marines from the ships at Fort



Victoria went up the Fraser. Douglas designated fishing areas for the Indians where miners
could not pan and appointed magistrates to enforce those reserves. Then he wrote Sir Edward
Bulwer-Lytton, head of the Colonial Office, warning of future bloodshed and recommending the
area be formally organized as a British colony. The various tribes of Indians affected had had a
large gathering, and a powerful chief, Spitilum, had urged peace with the whites rather than war,
but only if their territory was protected. To maintain claim to these lands, Britain had to take
control over the mainly American miners.O’Reilly, coming from the troubles over land in Ireland,
understood the urgency, and he had also heard the rumours in Fort Langley. Some Americans
had evidently not agreed with their country’s treaty with Britain, which made the forty-ninth
parallel the border between the US territories and the British colonies and protectorates in North
America; they threatened to ignore it and claim ownership of BC land and water.As they left
Yale’s small government building, Brew asked O’Reilly how much he knew about BC’s recent
history. “For instance, do you know why the vigilante incidents occurred last year?”“All I know is
that you and Colonel Richard Moody and some Royal Engineers wintered in Yale to maintain
control of the area.”“Yes, and Begbie. It took us from December until March to sort out that
silliness.” Brew explained that a power struggle between Ned McGowan, leading the miners’
vigilante committee from Hill’s Bar, and Dr. Max Fifer, spokesman for the miners of Yale, had
degenerated into a potentially dangerous situation.“Governor Douglas has since judged that
such a stay was probably unnecessary as well as outrageously and inefficiently expensive.
Begbie, Moody and I disagree with his assessment, but he is the governor and has to be
zealous about controlling colonial costs. Do you understand what I am telling you?”“Yes, sir.
Government employees have to be frugal,” O’Reilly said gravely as he nudged his horse behind
Brew’s.The chief gold commissioner thought that O’Reilly probably did understand; he had been
in the Irish Revenue Police after the potato famines when most administrative costs, even
shoeing a government horse, had been disallowed. In fact, the reason that Brew had accepted
his own contract in BC was because his pay as an inspector in the Royal Irish Constabulary had
been reduced. He had arrived nine months earlier, in time for the ceremonies on November 19,
1858, when British Columbia was declared a British colony. He had been sworn in as chief
inspector of the future BC Constabulary by the new colony’s first judge, Matthew Begbie, as had
all officials. Then, a month later, despite Brew’s protests about the terms of the contract he had
signed with the Colonial Office, Governor Douglas had insisted he also become the colony’s
chief gold commissioner.Trying to combine policing with taxing was convoluted and O’Reilly
found his new position confusing. During the trip up the Fraser, he’d asked, “Is it true that gold
commissioners have to supervise the constables? And how many of those are there,
sir?”“Currently, a total of nine. A constable is assigned to a specific gold commissioner and they
are responsible for all law and order, and licensing miners, in their area.” Brew had explained
that a gold commissioner could also hire temporary constables in emergencies, if suitable
manpower was available.“Nine?” O’Reilly had blurted. In Dublin, he had been told that Brew had
resigned from the Royal Irish Constabulary to create the usual model of civil policing system for



the new colony. And he had considered applying as an officer as he’d heard that its initial
projected manpower was to be one hundred and fifty constables.“Sir,” O’Reilly had asked, “am I
really to be an area’s chief of police, mining supervisor and tax collector?”“Yes.”Since that
conversation, the more O’Reilly thought about one man having the power to tax, enforce law and
also make some judicial decisions, the more he worried about how that could all fit together.
When he was a lieutenant in the Irish Revenue Police, they were not involved in constabulary
work except during general upheavals. Now, as a gold commissioner, he would collect licences
and ensure the proper staking of claims, keep the peace, lay charges and then, as a stipendiary
magistrate, judge those same misdemeanours. There could be potential conflicts, he knew,
amazed that Brew had been willing to continue under Douglas’s new directives. Then O’Reilly
realized that the chief was probably in a situation similar to his own: Brew had also cut his ties in
Ireland when he chose to come and work in this new colony.As Brew took O’Reilly into various
miners’ camps along the Fraser, he continued to emphasize how each gold commissioner had
to control his assigned area. “I need to be able to trust that each of my commissioners and
constables will use common sense as well as authority.” Then he announced that he was
delaying the decision about O’Reilly’s permanent appointment and extending his probationary
period.O’Reilly knew why his suitability was in question. He had shown poor judgment by
incorrectly taxing the respected Captain William Moore’s barrel of pork and then offending the
man further by being overly authoritarian. The incident had been enthusiastically reported in the
colonies’ newspapers, how O’Reilly had seized the pork from Moore’s steamboat and then fined
the captain an additional forty dollars when Moore had complained. The much-censured
probationer would always be able to recall, word for word, Moore’s letter to the editor in the
British Colonist’s May 1859 edition:Fined . . . by a magistrate, who holds the law in the palm of
his hand. I am, therefore, led to believe that this is a new style, instituted by the said O’Reilly, for
raising the wind.1After the incident, Brew had been furious with him, and had pointed out that
even though their mothers were friends, O’Reilly had to demonstrate he had the abilities to be a
gold commissioner. “Do you understand that you have to establish authority by making astute
decisions, Mr. O’Reilly? Often in completely isolated areas, you have to be able to control and
calm large groups of men, impose governance and enforce the colony’s laws and taxes.”“Yes,
sir.” O’Reilly had braced himself for the expected dismissal.“Most of all, a gold commissioner
and magistrate needs to gain respect.” Brew had pointed out that no other gold commissioner
had generated angry letters to editors, nor a letter of complaint from Governor Douglas. “Can
you explain why—before you exercised your high-handed lack of wisdom, Mr. O’Reilly,
thoroughly embarrassing and lessening the credibility of all the colony’s administrators—you did
not ask someone for an opinion when Captain Moore objected?”O’Reilly apologized again and
said, “Sir, if I had considered better, I would have asked appropriate questions. I did not think
about the consequences of my actions and I deeply regret that.”“One more unsuitable action
and you will be dismissed.”O’Reilly suspected he had been allowed to continue as a
probationary gold commissioner mainly because of his ability to find suitable horses. The colony



desperately needed more mounts for its officials.Only four weeks after the pork incident, the
chief appointed O’Reilly to be Hope’s gold commissioner, but warned him he was still on
probation. Brew also told him that he was authorized to find, purchase and supervise a herd of
government horses at Hope.

British Columbia had not officially become a colony of the British Empire until November 1858.
Previously, the approximately two hundred and fifty thousand square miles called New
Caledonia had been a protectorate, occupied by fewer than five hundred white traders and over
seventy thousand Indians, directed by Vancouver Island’s governor, James Douglas, who was
also the chief factor for the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Pacific forts. As the thousands of
prospectors had flooded into the Fraser area in the spring, an unknown number of Sto:lo and
Nlaka’pamux Indians and would-be miners had died in the conflicts over access to the Fraser’s
rich shore.When the warfare grew, Douglas and Royal Navy marines from the ships at Fort
Victoria went up the Fraser. Douglas designated fishing areas for the Indians where miners
could not pan and appointed magistrates to enforce those reserves. Then he wrote Sir Edward
Bulwer-Lytton, head of the Colonial Office, warning of future bloodshed and recommending the
area be formally organized as a British colony. The various tribes of Indians affected had had a
large gathering, and a powerful chief, Spitilum, had urged peace with the whites rather than war,
but only if their territory was protected. To maintain claim to these lands, Britain had to take
control over the mainly American miners.O’Reilly, coming from the troubles over land in Ireland,
understood the urgency, and he had also heard the rumours in Fort Langley. Some Americans
had evidently not agreed with their country’s treaty with Britain, which made the forty-ninth
parallel the border between the US territories and the British colonies and protectorates in North
America; they threatened to ignore it and claim ownership of BC land and water.As they left
Yale’s small government building, Brew asked O’Reilly how much he knew about BC’s recent
history. “For instance, do you know why the vigilante incidents occurred last year?”“All I know is
that you and Colonel Richard Moody and some Royal Engineers wintered in Yale to maintain
control of the area.”“Yes, and Begbie. It took us from December until March to sort out that
silliness.” Brew explained that a power struggle between Ned McGowan, leading the miners’
vigilante committee from Hill’s Bar, and Dr. Max Fifer, spokesman for the miners of Yale, had
degenerated into a potentially dangerous situation.“Governor Douglas has since judged that
such a stay was probably unnecessary as well as outrageously and inefficiently expensive.
Begbie, Moody and I disagree with his assessment, but he is the governor and has to be
zealous about controlling colonial costs. Do you understand what I am telling you?”“Yes, sir.
Government employees have to be frugal,” O’Reilly said gravely as he nudged his horse behind
Brew’s.The chief gold commissioner thought that O’Reilly probably did understand; he had been
in the Irish Revenue Police after the potato famines when most administrative costs, even
shoeing a government horse, had been disallowed. In fact, the reason that Brew had accepted
his own contract in BC was because his pay as an inspector in the Royal Irish Constabulary had



been reduced. He had arrived nine months earlier, in time for the ceremonies on November 19,
1858, when British Columbia was declared a British colony. He had been sworn in as chief
inspector of the future BC Constabulary by the new colony’s first judge, Matthew Begbie, as had
all officials. Then, a month later, despite Brew’s protests about the terms of the contract he had
signed with the Colonial Office, Governor Douglas had insisted he also become the colony’s
chief gold commissioner.Trying to combine policing with taxing was convoluted and O’Reilly
found his new position confusing. During the trip up the Fraser, he’d asked, “Is it true that gold
commissioners have to supervise the constables? And how many of those are there,
sir?”“Currently, a total of nine. A constable is assigned to a specific gold commissioner and they
are responsible for all law and order, and licensing miners, in their area.” Brew had explained
that a gold commissioner could also hire temporary constables in emergencies, if suitable
manpower was available.“Nine?” O’Reilly had blurted. In Dublin, he had been told that Brew had
resigned from the Royal Irish Constabulary to create the usual model of civil policing system for
the new colony. And he had considered applying as an officer as he’d heard that its initial
projected manpower was to be one hundred and fifty constables.“Sir,” O’Reilly had asked, “am I
really to be an area’s chief of police, mining supervisor and tax collector?”“Yes.”Since that
conversation, the more O’Reilly thought about one man having the power to tax, enforce law and
also make some judicial decisions, the more he worried about how that could all fit together.
When he was a lieutenant in the Irish Revenue Police, they were not involved in constabulary
work except during general upheavals. Now, as a gold commissioner, he would collect licences
and ensure the proper staking of claims, keep the peace, lay charges and then, as a stipendiary
magistrate, judge those same misdemeanours. There could be potential conflicts, he knew,
amazed that Brew had been willing to continue under Douglas’s new directives. Then O’Reilly
realized that the chief was probably in a situation similar to his own: Brew had also cut his ties in
Ireland when he chose to come and work in this new colony.As Brew took O’Reilly into various
miners’ camps along the Fraser, he continued to emphasize how each gold commissioner had
to control his assigned area. “I need to be able to trust that each of my commissioners and
constables will use common sense as well as authority.” Then he announced that he was
delaying the decision about O’Reilly’s permanent appointment and extending his probationary
period.O’Reilly knew why his suitability was in question. He had shown poor judgment by
incorrectly taxing the respected Captain William Moore’s barrel of pork and then offending the
man further by being overly authoritarian. The incident had been enthusiastically reported in the
colonies’ newspapers, how O’Reilly had seized the pork from Moore’s steamboat and then fined
the captain an additional forty dollars when Moore had complained. The much-censured
probationer would always be able to recall, word for word, Moore’s letter to the editor in the
British Colonist’s May 1859 edition:Fined . . . by a magistrate, who holds the law in the palm of
his hand. I am, therefore, led to believe that this is a new style, instituted by the said O’Reilly, for
raising the wind.1After the incident, Brew had been furious with him, and had pointed out that
even though their mothers were friends, O’Reilly had to demonstrate he had the abilities to be a



gold commissioner. “Do you understand that you have to establish authority by making astute
decisions, Mr. O’Reilly? Often in completely isolated areas, you have to be able to control and
calm large groups of men, impose governance and enforce the colony’s laws and taxes.”“Yes,
sir.” O’Reilly had braced himself for the expected dismissal.“Most of all, a gold commissioner
and magistrate needs to gain respect.” Brew had pointed out that no other gold commissioner
had generated angry letters to editors, nor a letter of complaint from Governor Douglas. “Can
you explain why—before you exercised your high-handed lack of wisdom, Mr. O’Reilly,
thoroughly embarrassing and lessening the credibility of all the colony’s administrators—you did
not ask someone for an opinion when Captain Moore objected?”O’Reilly apologized again and
said, “Sir, if I had considered better, I would have asked appropriate questions. I did not think
about the consequences of my actions and I deeply regret that.”“One more unsuitable action
and you will be dismissed.”O’Reilly suspected he had been allowed to continue as a
probationary gold commissioner mainly because of his ability to find suitable horses. The colony
desperately needed more mounts for its officials.Only four weeks after the pork incident, the
chief appointed O’Reilly to be Hope’s gold commissioner, but warned him he was still on
probation. Brew also told him that he was authorized to find, purchase and supervise a herd of
government horses at Hope.“Yes, sir.” Although O’Reilly was unsure about how to be a suitable
gold commissioner, managing horses was his favourite occupation; he preferred it to working
with people. And though the American Civil War was causing a severe horse shortage in BC, he
knew he could find horses that even Brew would judge to be good buys. He had brought his four-
year-old stallion, Tom, with him to the colony, and Tom’s desirable bloodlines attracted horse
breeders who wanted his stud services. Those men would willingly help O’Reilly.Brew
emphasized that he would be continually reviewing O’Reilly’s performance and, if it was
unsatisfactory in any way, his contract would be ended. “Listen to people. Learn the vocabulary
miners use. Go panning for a day, Mr. O’Reilly. Find out how hard it is to stand in cold water,
shovelling gravel from dawn to dusk, searching for colour.”O’Reilly beamed, his dark blue eyes
losing their usually guarded expression. “Yes, sir. Thank you, sir. My mismanagement around
Captain Moore’s pork has taught me many lessons.”“Good. Even when you’re a grey-haired and
successful man, someone will still recall your first mistake. Do not make any more.”O’Reilly
laughed. As he and Brew continued their inspection tour of the mining camps, the general
excitement appealed to him and so did the way the miners welcomed them and shared their
news. Each man either dug out the licence he had purchased earlier or paid up willingly. Some
even showed the gold flakes and nuggets they had panned from the more manageable creeks
flowing into the swollen Fraser. Tents ranged from primitive to luxurious, as varied as the
occupants, who came from many countries. Some were not able to speak English, yet all
seemed to feel a general camaraderie. He also quickly realized how respected Chief Brew was
and, hence, himself.When he and Brew returned to Yale, it was a Saturday night, and miners and
Indians swarmed into the makeshift town, crowding the main street as tightly as bees in a hive.
Businesses were operating out of flimsy shacks and tents, some selling pickaxes, shovels and



food while others offered whiskey, card games and women. When O’Reilly commented that any
white woman there had to be a floozie, since proper women would never venture out on such a
street, Brew was annoyed. “No, some are the wives of storekeepers or miners, and a few are
prospectors, staking their own claims. Do not make assumptions, Mr. O’Reilly.”O’Reilly
apologized and carefully kept all his opinions to himself when they joined Sanders for a late
dinner. As the senior officials chatted, he wondered how to describe Yale’s exciting
pandemonium in his next letter home. He decided to tell Mamsey that it was twice as chaotic as
Dublin on market day.A man hobbled over to their table and Brew introduced him as Jim Craigie,
the new constable for Hope. The chief said later, “Although Craigie looks old, he’s capable.
Respect and listen to him, Mr. O’Reilly. His broken leg has almost healed, so he can manage fine
on horseback.”After dinner, O’Reilly was directed to the government sleeping quarters. He tried
going to bed, then got up, found his diary and, in the kerosene lantern’s dim light, crouched over
a rough table and wrote:I have written Mamsey Letter No. 11, telling her of my new position. God
grant that the dear ones at home are all well again. How I wish I will soon receive their letters.
Cannot sleep because of being dreadfully annoyed by mosquitoes and some terrible large black
flies that bite out a chunk of one’s flesh.2The Fraser River became a maze of miners’ camps in
1859, the peak year for the gold rush. Men arrived from countries around the world to stand in
cold water and shovel gravel, seeking their El Dorado. MAP COURTESY OF LYNNE STONIER-
NEWMANCHAPTER TWOGold Commissioner and Stipendiary MagistrateThe village of Hope
quickly became O’Reilly’s home, his tiny two-room rental a sanctuary. Improvised shelves held
his books, chess set, fishing flies, the two riding trophies he’d brought with him and his precious
letter box. In a corner of the clapboard walls, his cricket bats, fishing poles and rifle were
crammed together, and his saddles and bridles hung nearby. He described all this at length to
his mother. But when the mail sack arrived with no letters from Ireland, his homesickness would
flare up and he’d spend the night fighting doubts about his wisdom in coming to British
Columbia.Within weeks of settling in Hope, O’Reilly met a pleasant Indian girl who became his
housekeeper and companion through 1859’s most hectic gold-rush months, September and
October. Then, in early November, she left without notice. He was mystified as well as relieved.
Though he had not told her so, he had realized he did not want an Indian wife. It would have
horrified his family who, he knew, would not accept her.Once his nearest neighbour, Edgar
Dewdney, returned for the winter months, O’Reilly’s deep loneliness lessened. Dewdney was an
engineer and surveyor who was anxiously awaiting contracts to build roads. The two men
became good friends, dining and playing cards together.Deep frosts had claimed the Fraser,
and most miners had departed. O’Reilly had little to do except write reports to Brew, who was in
New Westminster. He was keeping order there while he directed the clearing of stumps for the
construction of another small government building. Brew expected to be informed about what
O’Reilly had heard and was most interested in any rumours of new gold finds in the distant
Cariboo as well as around Lillooet, Fort Kamloops and the Boundary regions. However, there
was not much for O’Reilly to relate once the miners stopped passing through Hope.In early



December, a letter came from Brew, formally notifying O’Reilly he was no longer on probation
but a gold commissioner. The chief also told him he was to go to Victoria for December and
January, where he would again supervise sorting paperwork, this time that of the past gold
season.O’Reilly told Dewdney, “I’m off probation at last, Ned, and assigned to oversee yet more
clerical work! But in Victoria, where I can enjoy better food, chat with gracious women and
lounge in deep hot baths. And have my boots resoled.” Plus Tom, whose reputation was growing,
could perhaps bring in more stud fees.To O’Reilly’s surprise, he was warmly welcomed in
Victoria, as a gold commissioner, as the grandson of Major James Blundell of Ince Hall,
Lancashire, England, and because demand for his stallion’s services was as high as he had
hoped. He was invited to many social events, including one hosted by Governor and Mrs.
Douglas, and he savoured being in decent society again, where one’s connections, dress and
manners mattered. As his annual salary was now two hundred and forty pounds, a fifty pound
raise, he also had a few more financial options in his tight budget. Though, as he wrote to his
mother, while such an increase would have stood him in good stead in Ireland, it was still scanty
in both colonies. A decent meal with a little wine cost two pounds and new boots, twenty-five
pounds.Many of his friends advised him to invest in property. At one dinner, Judge Matthew
Begbie said that someone had to start the buying if either colony was going to develop, and that
he was doing so himself. Another acquaintance, Joseph Trutch, an engineer who owned a
house in Yale and had recently built a substantial home, Fairfield, on ten acres outside Victoria,
suggested O’Reilly buy, even if only land.O’Reilly had visited with Trutch earlier, when he was
organizing a bid to build a section of the Cariboo Road, and decided that he respected most of
Trutch’s opinions. Since he longed to be financially successful, O’Reilly risked purchasing three
inexpensive town lots in Hope. It was the first property he had ever owned, and he soon
discovered an unexpected benefit: whenever he mentioned that he had bought property, he was
considered committed to the colony’s well-being.After O’Reilly’s stay in Victoria, Brew directed
that he relieve Yale’s gold commissioner, Ed Sanders, in February and March, and then, on
Sanders’s return, help him prepare for 1860’s influx of miners. O’Reilly was relieved to be off
probation and careful not to generate any further complaints. Despite his ongoing homesickness
for his family and for Ireland, he shared it only with his diary, confiding he was again fighting his
“blue devils”—his term for being depressed—along with recording his expenditures, weather
conditions and who he had met with that day.O’Reilly often compared his new position with his
seven years in the Irish Revenue Police, aware of how much he preferred being a gold
commissioner to having been a lieutenant. Assessing and collecting taxes on poteen (illegal,
home-distilled whiskey) or seizing lands for unpaid taxes had been an unpleasant job,
particularly as his senior officers were always bellowing at him or the other juniors. Here, he was
impressed with the courtesy his fellow administrators regularly extended. Even when they were
disagreeing with someone or fining or arresting a miner, they were invariably calm, firm and
polite.Although O’Reilly had only joined the revenue police because, as a third son, he lacked
other choices, he had been devastated when it was amalgamated into the Royal Irish



Constabulary. Two years ago, he had been given an honourable discharge, instead of the
commission he had requested, and told he was too old to qualify, even though he had just turned
thirty. This still stung. He had then accepted employment at one of Ireland’s most prestigious
stables and was responsible for keeping its pedigreed horses healthy. It was the career he had
always wanted, and he dreamed of developing his own herd some day.However, he had
resigned after his father had brusquely pointed out that working in a stable was socially
unacceptable for his family’s status in Ireland. It might reflect negatively on his three unmarried
sisters’ chances. “Peter, insisting on being a stable boy may prevent them from making good
marriages.”All those conversations echoed as O’Reilly stared out his tiny window, watching the
leaden waters of the Fraser River through the ongoing spring drizzle. His longing to be with his
large, extended family and, in particular, to be sharing a cup of tea and a cozy visit by the fire
with Mamsey, was constantly with him, as it had been much of his life. Of the three boys and six
girls, he was the only one sent to stay for months with his stern grandfather, to attend an English
boarding school. He had become used to feeling like an outsider when he returned home to
Ballybeg House each summer and had learned early not to talk about the headaches and blue
devils he sporadically endured.Those attacks worried him as he recognized that his father,
Patrick, and all five of his powerful uncles, one of whom was a bishop, had become deeply glum
men after the O’Reilly family’s fortunes had deteriorated, first with the various religious edicts
against Catholics, then with the potato famines. For the past two decades, the fields around
Ballybeg in the Kells district, and all of County Meath, had been mainly fallow. Almost half of the
farming families had died or emigrated to flee starvation, as had the weavers, after the sheep
had been eaten.Similarly, as Grandfather Blundell had so bluntly pointed out when he
repeatedly advised Peter to emigrate, the wealth around Ince Hall and throughout Lancashire
was also disappearing as Britain’s depression deepened and the rich coalfields’ harvest was
sold for a pittance. O’Reilly had been born at his grandfather’s residence on March 27, 1827,
when Mamsey and his two sisters and two brothers had been staying with her father. That made
him the only child of his parents not to have been born in Ireland at Bellybeg House.1Perhaps
that was why his mother had insisted that her father be allowed to supervise his education. Later,
she’d been supportive when O’Reilly had decided to become a Protestant and joined his
grandfather’s church just before he went on to Trinity College in Dublin. She had said that,
despite his father’s disapproval, it balanced things: her own French Catholic mother, who had
died when Mamsey was ten, had been allowed to marry a Protestant because her parents
considered the wealthy Major Blundell a suitable catch.Grandfather Blundell had been a big
influence in O’Reilly’s life, and when he again recommended that Peter emigrate, and had
offered to pay his fare and the cost of shipping one horse, Peter had reluctantly agreed. After
carefully weighing where to go, he had decided on British Columbia, because India’s ongoing
mutinies made it too dangerous, and the smaller British protectorates and island colonies would
not provide a position with career potential. He knew little about the new colony on the distant
Pacific, other than that Chartres Brew, whose mother was a friend of Mamsey’s, was there,



forming a constabulary. Major Blundell was pleased with O’Reilly’s choice and arranged for
impressive references from his own close friends; this had resulted in Governor Douglas hiring
O’Reilly on his arrival.Now, just over a year later, he was a property owner. He was aware that,
even if one had little social standing or few family connections, becoming a large landowner here
was possible. He began to realize how different his opportunities were, compared to the
limitations in Ireland or England.O’Reilly kept the government horse herd that he had assembled
at Tom Glennie’s ranch, just south of Hope, and Glennie’s wife and stepdaughters often invited
O’Reilly and Dewdney out for a social evening. That sometimes helped to alleviate O’Reilly’s
homesickness, but at other times he longed even more for his own sisters. In the spring of 1860,
as he awaited the miners’ arrival, he had little to do, and filling in time was a challenge. He went
hunting and fishing with Dewdney, who was equally impatient, waiting to be hired for a survey or
road contract.By June, Sanders’s total for mining licences was only about half of what had been
sold in 1859. O’Reilly learned that Brew had told Governor Douglas that the Fraser gold rush
was almost over, and worried about whether he would be let go. When he queried Brew, the
chief told him to just keep busy, exploring and drawing rough maps of the Hope area. O’Reilly’s
loneliness and boredom grew. Except for his monthly journey to Fort Langley to hold magistrate’s
court, he had few official duties. As well, his social connections were decreasing; Hope was
losing residents weekly, and Dewdney was surveying over in the Similkameen.Begbie arrived in
late July and told O’Reilly that the estimated number of gold seekers in all of BC was under a
thousand—not counting the Chinese coming into the Fraser—and that most prospectors were
heading into the Cariboo. Both knew that might sound a death knell for Hope, because the route
to reach northern BC was up the Harrison, Anderson and Seton lakes to Lillooet. Men then hiked
to Fort Alexandria and the rich creeks northeast of Quesnelmouth. Any prospectors heading into
the lands around Fort Kamloops usually travelled up past Fort Colville in the American territory
of Washington.When O’Reilly wondered what he would do, Begbie advised, “Be patient. You’ll
be needed somewhere. Maybe even in the southeast. Douglas has to preserve our territory
along the American border. He’s directed Moody to have the Royal Engineers start surveying
there.”O’Reilly brightened. “Maybe that’s why Dewdney is surveying down there.”
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John Stobbe, “Five Stars. I just moved to Br. Columbia. After reading this book, I find the history
most interesting.”

The book by Karl F. Friday has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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